Notification de la Grèce
Notification from Greece
02/06/2009

ERREURS D’IMPRESSION SUR LES CERTIFICATS DE CONFORMITE DELIVRES EN GRECE POUR LES CAMIONS "EURO III SÛRS", "EURO IV SÛRS" OU "EURO V SÛRS"

PRINTING MISTAKES ON THE GREEK CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE FOR "EURO III SAFE", "EURO IV SAFE" OR "EURO V SAFE" MOTOR VEHICLES
SUBJECT: Printing mistakes on the Certificates of Compliance with technical Provisions concerning exhaust and noise emissions and safety requirements for “EURO III safe”, “EURO IV safe” or “EURO V safe” motor vehicles

Dear Mrs. Shatberashvili,

We would like to inform you that due to printing mistakes made by the printing house, all the Certificates of Compliance with technical Provisions concerning exhaust and noise emissions and safety requirements for “EURO III safe”, “EURO IV safe” or “EURO V safe” motor vehicles, issued in Greece by the national competent Authority - Ministry of Transport and Communications, are not two sided printed, but in two pages.

We would be thankful if you could inform the competent authorities of all ECMT member countries about this mistake and ask for their understanding during the checks.

Sincerely yours,

THE DIRECTOR

Tr. Papatriantafyllou